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	I wanted to thank you for the fillers I had last week, as always I am so pleased with results and feel much more confident once again! My mother is now considering having something done (she who has been totally against anything in the past) as she is so impressed with the work you have done and how natural it looks.

	N Galka, Dubai


				        				        
	Almost 2 months have passed since my neck lift and lower/upper blepharoplasty / fat transfer, and I must say that I am delighted with your work! I would, without a shadow of a doubt, not hesitate to recommend you, as I already have in this short time, to family and friends.

	AMB Abu Dhabi


				        				        
	Dr.Vigo is for sure the best plastic surgeon in Dubai! I am truly impressed with his talent, job and the way he cares for his patients. Highly recommend!

	Karmen Infante


				        				        
	One of the best plastic surgeons in Dubai who has a very good heart for his patients and have so much passion about his work. With his gentle hands, anyone will forget their fear of needles/injections.

	Jasmine Mateo


				        				        
	Dr. Matteo Vigo is, without a doubt, the best plastic surgeon in Dubai!

	Sharren Lan


				        				        
	Best Plastic Surgeon in Dubai!

	Candice Chan


				        				        
	Dr Matteo Vigo is doubtless the number 1 physician in UAE when it comes to the perfect balance of rejuvenation and a natural authentic look! His sense of aesthetics is elegant and perfectly tailored to the patients needs. I trust him 150% as a plastic surgeon as well as an aesthetic doctor. He takes a lot of time to explains his treatment upfront and puts all concerns at ease. Also he is a key opinion leader in his ﬁeld and trains other physicians. All in a very thorough and highly skilled specialist doctor.

	NA Dubai


				        				        
	I just want to share my experience with doctor Matteo Vigo. He is definitely one of the best plastic surgery in Dubai. I had my breast augmentation and upper and lower blepharoplastic and both are perfect. I was really afraid of the intervention, pain and result but from the first appointment he patiently answer and reassure me. He is always available to answer to your questions and doubts .The results are amazing and no pain at all ! I may say my  back pained more to sleep on my back than the part operated. Scars invisible , everything is so unbelievable natural thanks to his golden hands. I strongly recommend him.

	PB Dubai


				        				        
	“Excellent in every way! I can’t recommend the empathetic, talented and attentive Dr. Matteo enough. I was quite scared about the tummy tuck however after the initial consultation I really knew and felt I’ll be in safe and highly competent hands. He told me honestly what he thinks will work for me and listened carefully, always took my concerns seriously and explained clearly. It’s about what is the best for you and only you. The result is absolutely amazing! He has been very caring from the first appointment to the last follow up. The one to see in Dubai!”

	LW Dubai


				        				        
	“I had a blepharoplasty last year with Dr Vigo. I am extremely satisfied with the results, no scars at all! I would recommend Dr Vigo for his high level of professionalism. He was able to to listen to my needs and made a wonderful and natural job. All my friends are still wondering what I have done. Thanks Dr Vigo!”

	EG Dubai


				        				        
	“Three words to describe Dr Matteo Vigo…professional, knowledgeable and human. Dr Vigo goes beyond…”

	VDG Dubai


				        				        
	Dr. Vigo and his staff went beyond my expectations. He is a very professional doctor with exceptional surgical skills. I am very very pleased with my surgery results and my entire experience from pre-op to post-op. I will definitely refer him to my friends and family and return myself for future needs.

	MDD Dubai


				        				        
	Dr Matteo is an excellent doctor. His staff are one of the best in the industry. I feel like a princess whenever I visit their clinic. Dr Matteo is helpful and a versatile plastic surgeon. His skills are unmatched, unparallel and I trust him with my beauty goals. I can see myself getting more procedures with him in the future. He will take care of you like one of his family members, will never leave you alone if you have any tinge of doubt. I like the way he covers all the pros and cons and his attention to important facts that most plastic surgeon leaves out just to get your money. I did a lot of research and went to other surgeons before I decided that it’s only Dr. Vigo whom I can allow to do any modification on me. Dr Vigo should be on the hall of fame of great Plastic surgeons!

	EO Dubai


				        				        
	Dr Vigo is an excellent surgeon. I’m truly impressed by the professionalism and super natural results of his work. He is very honest, recommending the best for each patient. His supportive follow up after treatments and surgeries is very appreciated. The clinic team is friendly and happy spirited. I love visiting his clinic, I get prettier and rest assured I’m in safe hands. Highly recommended for beautiful results.

	DH Dubai


				        				        
	Dr of magic. Excellent in every way. Never seen my wife so happy. Master of his craft. Highly recommended.

	AAH Dubai


				        				        
	I had a breast augmentation done by Dr Vigo two months ago: the surgery went smoothly, the post-op was almost pain-free and I am very satisfied with the result so far! I was positively impressed by Dr Vigo’s experience in this field, his attention to my specific requests and his willingness to answer any questions I had before and after the surgery. I would definitely recommend Dr Vigo for breast augmentation, especially if you are aiming for a natural result.

	M Dubai


				        				        
	Amazing surgeon. I couldn’t be happier with my results.

	SW Dubai


				        				        
	I promise that I was going to try to do my best to write you a thank you letter in Italian. Please excuse any mistakes that I may make grammatically. I wanted to express my deepest and sincerest gratitude to you Dr. Vigo. I understand that you are professional and take great pride in your work. But to me, the patient, you’ve changed my outlook on myself. I walk with ease and much more confident. As a mother, you devote yourself entirely to your family whom I love dearly. But also deep inside I missed seeing myself and you made this possible. And your reassurance, made the process that much easier. Anyone can tell you  are very passionate about your work. You made me feel very beautiful in my skin and I thank you from the bottom of my heart!

	AN Dubai


				        				        
	Dr. Matteo is one of the best and most experienced plastic surgeons in UAE – I have tried many doctors in Dubai, unfortunately as of my personal opinion I was not really happy with the results. However, with Dr. Matteo, I’m impressed everytime with results of my Botox and fillers to an extent that I always keep coming back!

	MHM Dubai


				        				        
	I’ve done this surgery with Dr Matteo Vigo and I’m extremely satisfied! Being myself such a scared person and having never had any surgery in my life , well once there just before the surgery I gained a lot of confidence and I felt in good hands! Dr Matteo and his awesome team made me feel comfortable and gave me a lot of reassurance before the surgery. When I woke up I could not recognize my face but that was absolutely normal after such a surgery however I was dismissed from the clinic the same day. I had no pain at all and that was such a great thing! I had to wear sunglasses for a while and take my medicines and do the proper follow up after surgery and in 3 weeks times my eyes were absolutely amazing! No more puffiness or dark circles!!! Being a public person, winner of many world titles in the sport industry as well holding the title of Miss Universe this surgery brought me back under the lights of the success!!! I will always be thankful to Dr Matteo for his awesome and super professional job and his great patience to treat me like a princess!!!!

	FC Dubai


				        				        
	Kind, professional and excellent results and would highly recommend Dr Vigo.

	LS Dubai


				        				        
	Awesome results of my surgery with Dr Matteo Vigo!!! I highly recommend him and his team!!!

	FC Dubai


				        				        
	When you start thinking about plastic surgery, there is a lot of research and doubt that comes with it. My experience with Dr. Vigo was great, i didn’t have any pressure to proceed without giving it careful thought. He gave me the list of risks that could arise with having the surgery and answered all my questions straight and politely. I felt reassured at the very first meeting and didn’t feel the need to consult other doctors. So far, I am very happy with the results and would definitely recomment him if you ever consider plastic surgery. Thanks a lot Doctor! 🙂

	JG Dubai


				        				        
	Dr. Matteo Vigo is simply the best surgeon in the world! He is the one who saved my life from a special condition while no one could heal me from all the famous doctors in Lebanon, Germany, Amman, Dubai, except him. Dr. Vigo is highly recommended and very trustworthy in all plastic and non plastic condition as he advises what’s the best for you with amazing natural results. My friends have completed several plastic surgery operations and they look gorgeous. He is just PERFECT!. S

	S A-S Dubai


				        				        
	I have no words to describe how amazing is Dr Matteo Vigo. He is the master of plastic surgery! His work is excellent I trust him blindly!! I had a breast augmentation with him just 2 weeks ago and I’m back to normal. I can do everything. The recovery was so fast and my results are AMAZING! He’s a great person and a great doctor and very honest too. I am beyond happy with my results❤️!

	SA Dubai


				        				        
	Dr. Vigo is very professional, passionate about his job, talented and empathetic. I had undergone a breast augmentation surgery and Dr. Vigo simply livened it up to, and even exceeded my expectations. He is very professional and I highly recommend him as a plastic surgeon.

	ES Dubai


				        				        
	I wanted to get some fillers and as a former model/actor I am always extra picky and selective about my face and the results. I am so lucky to have selected Dr Vigo; I fully trust his expertise and attention to details and the results were amazing. I will recommend him to all my friends in the show business not just in Dubai but in the US as well.

	MG Dubai


				        				        
	I had a breast augmentation two years ago. The experience was easier than expected. Dr Vigo is very professional. He explained to me every single step of the way and any time I had a question he was answering immediately. The recovery was quick, no pain, and the scars are invisible. My breasts look natural and lifted. So far I’m very happy for the results. Highly recommended

	AM Dubai


				        				        
	For a man, it’s always tricky to do fillers and Botox, with Dr. Matteo it’s not any more the case. Very friendly, knows what he is doing and very professional. Best I’ve been in… 👍

	NA Dubai


				        				        
	Dr Matteo Vigo is absolutely AMAZING! I’m super picky about my Botox but Dr Vigo always does it perfect. He listens to what you want and always exceeds my expectations. I have been to many Clinics all over the world but nothing beats the service, comfort and reassurance when I visit Dr Vigo. Staff are always welcoming and make you feel right at home. Thank you!

	JOF Dubai


				        				        
	Very happy with my procedure today… a very clear and professional consultation, very sweet assistant who even looked after my baby few minutes…can’t wait to see the final result.

	EA Dubai


				        				        
	Amazing and talented Surgeon Dr. Matteo Vigo, I felt like my requests were heard but valued his opinion more than my own, his manner made me feel very comfortable with him. I have seen many doctors here in Dubai Which left me with big disappointment. But with Dr. Matteo The results are amazing and very natural in appearance plus he uses only best quality and brands as products in market . Very happy with my results. I highly recommend him. Thank you Dr. Matteo Nabila

	L Dubai


				        				        
	What can i say? Absolutely delighted with my new lips ! You see so many people walking around with terrible lips so it was something i was extremely nervous about…… this is not the look i wanted! From start to finish Dr Matteo gave a 5 star professional service and listened to exactly what i wanted. Enough to notice i have had them done, but still a natural look. Highly recommended to everyone wanting this treatment. Thank you so much xx

	MB Dubai


				        				        
	Dr Vigo is a very professional, attentive and caring doctor. He knows perfectly what he is doing and will give you natural results. I can highly recommend him!

	SLR Dubai


				        				        
	I’m the one look into mirror myself, as aging as worrying my changes on the face or body, but I always know safety is always first important no matter how much cost. Reminding those going to have any tiny injection on on your face or body, life is only once, take care yourself, if you save little from “none licensed operator” you may suffer the rest of your life. So I only flied back to Beijing “AAA” hospital during each vacation for some improvement before I met Dr. Matteo Vigo. After I decided to have stem cells treatment I went to their clinic, studied on line and followed on his Instagram to check his work for almost a year then put my life in his hand, and my choice was right. I was so much worrying any little issues I found after operation, and he always told me giving time for recovery, now it’s been a month, I think 90% recovered and I m happy to see my nature result. He said the stem cells will work more better after half year 🙂 People are greedy, I thought this was my final, but seeing what I got as my wish safely, still planning next. By the way, he is Italian Doctor has our Asian aesthetics, he knew what I want and what suits me, this is important.

	SG Dubai


				        				        
	Dr. Matteo is a great advisor, surgeon and professional. He made my lip filler without any pain, and at the exact result I wished. He has a lovely team, I am happy to be his patient.

	NB Dubai


				        				        
	Dr. Vigo is by far the most conscientious Dr. I have met. He is honest and thorough in his evaluation and managing expectations. He is responsive and open to spend any amount of time answering questions concerning the procedure. He will make sure that you are both physically and mentally fit and ready to undergo any procedure. I felt safe cooperating with him and if the situation presents itself I would cooperate with him again in heart beat.

	RS Dubai


				        				        
	Dr. Vigo is a very professional, caring and very human surgeon. One of the best professionals I’ve ever met.



	PC Dubai


				        				        
	I was very pleased with my experience with Dr Vigo who is an excellent caring surgeon/ doctor. He was very professional. When I had lots of doubts about my surgery, he explained the best options for me and achieved it successfully. I am truly grateful that I have him as my doctor. I appreciated a lot, all the follow ups, willingness to answer my questions immediately. His team is amazing, especially Sarah. A big thank you to all of them.

	EC Dubai


				        				        
	Very pleased with my experience with Dr. Vigo and his team. Very professional would highly recommend!

	AB Dubai


				        				        
	Dear Dr. Vigo I am truly thankful for so many aspects of my experience with you and your entire staff that I really do not know where to begin. So I will start with the part that I am most excited about… my results! I am currently almost 3 weeks post-op after an abdominoplasty surgery and am beyond thrilled with my tummy. My results have exceeded even my highest expectations even in a very short period of time ,the difference is evident . The weekly medical check-up during my recovery has always been met with professionalisn and care! Of course, the end result is just part of the story when it comes to having surgery. I am most grateful for your unparalleled kindness, patience and warmth, which put me at ease, calmed my jittery nerves, and has made me fell completely comfortable each step of the way and beyond. Prior to the surgery, you listened carefully to my preferences regarding outcome.

Your staff has been amazing, too. From the front desk all the way through to your nurses . Ms Sarah, your PS was so amazing explaining all the pre and post-op instructions, calmly answering each of my questions with the utmost knowledge and competence. She even called to check on me at home during my recovery which I appreciated highly. On a final note ;thank you so much for everything. The experience was great, the results were greater, and I would not hesitate to recommend your services to anyone in the future because you truly are an amazing gifted surgeon! Warmest Regards, Zina Bazzi

	ZB Dubai


				        				        
	Very pleased with my experience with Dr. Vigo and his Team. His very professional, attentive Doctor. I can highly recommend him.

	MPM Dubai


				        				        
	Extremely satisfied with my experience with Dr. Matteo Vigo. He is actually the first plastic surgeon I’ve trusted and he did an amazing job. His professionalism is incomparable! So excited for my next appointment!

	CB Dubai


				        				        
	What can I say about him? He is simply the best one not only in Dubai but in the Middle East. Precise, professional and patient. If I could I would give 7 stars!

	CG Dubai


				        				        
	Dr. Vigo is extremely competent and professional. In my experience, he has always recommended a procedure on the patient’s interest, sometimes even against its own. It’s a privilege to have him in Dubai.

	BC Dubai


				        				        
	He is a great friend and an excellent doctor, who could stay at your complete disposal to suggest the best solution for your beauty and wellness.  The highest in professionality, the most human and serious in relationship with colleagues and patients. Absolutely the best choice in Dubai and UAE.

	PB Dubai


				        				        
	Dr. Matteo Vigo is an extremely well prepared and experienced professional. He is very attentive and focused on patients’ needs and expectations, always showing a reassuring and friendly attitude. Highly recommended.

	LC Dubai


				        				        
	Changed the doctor last minute simply because he couldn’t do the surgery the way I wanted it to be done. I wanted the implants under the muscle not above so I found doctor vego who introduced me to third option which is Dual Plane. During my researches I read about this technique that is most used by doctors recently especially in Thailand but I didn’t think I would meet a doctor who would be able to do it for me. What I liked about My doctor is that he gave me all the options plus his own opinion and recommendations and left me the space to choose the incision, implant type and size, and implant placement, etc. He is surrounded by strong team including his assistant who was available 24 hrs to answer my questions and worries and planned everything for me as I only had two days between consultation and surgery. Anastasia doctor was super nice and nurses as well. Supported me and helped me with everything as I came by myself to the hospital to do the surgery and you can imagine how scared and lonely felt. Post surgery: no bleeding, no infection, very very light aching compared to other people’s experiences. Recovery was quick without any complications. After two weeks of free follow up I was able to travel for holiday and I resumed work exactly after 20 days considering that it’s a very physically demanding job yet everything went well.

	J45 Dubai


				        				        
	I am absoluely pleased about my experience with Dr Vigo, he is a very attentive, caring professional who will listen to all questions and take the time to reply to any concern in an exhaustive way. He always advises the best strategy to achieve the result I need: I trust his judgment completely and I’m extremely happy with the results.

	CS Dubai


				        				        
	I try many Doctors in Dubai and was just 50 % happy , with Dr. Vigo i can say 100%, all work he done on my face ( Filler and Botox ) I am more than happy . He is honestly and don’t make you look like a Alien. For me , I trust him what he recommend me and I was never disappointed after.

	TN Dubai


				        				        
	A friend in Dubai recommended Dr.Vigo Matteo, so the first thing i did when i landed in Dubai was seeing him for a consultation for Botox and fillers. The truth is, he was very honest and straight to the point suggesting the best solution. I was satisfied with the treatments’ results as they were amazing and on fleek. Thank you so much doctor.

	DH Dubai


				        				        
	I have recently visited for a consultation and I’m really glad I decided to choose Dr. Vigo for my facial rejuvenation procedure. Sarah (Dr. Vigo’s personal assistant) gladly helped me during my hesitations and assisted me with all the detailed information needed. Results of my procedure is exactly what I wanted! I recommend Dr. Vigo, his services are great and professional, and results are guaranteed. I will definitely come back soon and I’m really happy I finally found a Doctor I can trust.

	LR Dubai


				        				        
	Why Doctor Matteo Vigo? Because of his inner sense of beauty, the attention to the smallest detail, his perfect touch, his aim for natural yet aesthetic results, his friendly attitude and his willingness to answer to all questions (and mine were sooooo many ;-). If you are looking for a plastic surgeon, you can’t go wrong with him! Highly recommended!!

	ZC Dubai


				        				        
	I have known Doctor Vigo for many years, he is a specialist with excellent training and a lot of experience in various countries of the world. He is a very helpful person and attentive to the needs of his patients. He loves his job a lot and he does it with passion. It is always updated with the latest technologies and frequents many courses. His human and practical qualities make him an exceptional plastic surgeon.

	FB Dubai


				        				        
	I was advised to be treated by Dr. Matteo Vigo for my breast reconstruction post-bilateral mastectomy and it was the best decision I have ever made; he is exceptional! Dr. Matteo is an outstanding professional whose human approach and aesthetic vision and accuracy make it the perfect combination for such a life-impacting decision. The result is fantastic and the journey is really smooth and reassuring. Thank you Dr. Matteo for making it all more beautiful.

	J G D


				        				        
	I would like to thank Dr. Matteo Vigo for his professionalism and sense of beauty for the results I always achieved visiting him for my botox treatment. I was so dubious the first time but I can say that the result have been amazing. Very natural looking thanks to his skill and in few seconds he took away 10 years from my face! After years of treatments I’m always very happy. Highly recommended!!

	AT


				        				        
	
So lucky to have Dr Vigo as my Doctor, he did an amazing job and helped make this unexpected difficult journey go much better. Thank you.










	SF Dubai


				        				        
	I can not recommend Dr Vigo enough….I have recently had a tummy tuck and breast reduction. The results are absolutely amazing and have changed my life. Dr Vigo is extremely professional on every level and is undoubtedly the best cosmetic surgeon in Dubai! Thank you…I feel amazing!!

	CB Dubai


				        				        
	I would like to thank Dr. Vigo for his excellent procedures he has done for me. I first visited him to do botox and lip fillers. I have to say, the lip fillers were the best I had so far. Very natural and exactly what I was looking for. Usually with fillers I was two days not able to go out due to the swelling, but with Dr. Vigos treatment I was able to go out the very next day. The botox was very good and natural too. I also needed to exchange my 14 years old breast implants, which he has done and the result is amazing. Dr. Vigo is an excellent and kind Dr. and I felt very comfortable having this procedures done with him. All the best!

	SH Dubai


				        				        
	I am glad to write about Dr vigo who was my surgeon and I am well impressed with his professionalism towards his work.His approach is really appreciated and result was excellent and I am back to work on the said date without any complications I strongly recommend him as your surgeon and believe me you will get fully satisfied with his art of excellence

	SS Dubai


				        				        
	Dr. Vigo is the best surgeon I have met. He dealt with a surgery that I had done by another doctor and that had gone completely wrong. Not only did Dr Vigo solve the problem, the results have satisfied me in every way. I appreciate the hard work, his friendly and sympathetic approach to his patients and his high standards of professionalism

	R K Dubai


				        				        
	I would like to share my experience with the wonderful Dr. Vigo. He is THE BEST PLASTIC SURGEON DOCTOR IN THE UAE, from day 1 to the end I felt very comfortable and in safe hands. I always saw videos on how breast augmentation is done before and after result, and to be honest it always gave me a second thought if I should do it because I was afraid of the pain afterward, but I promise with Dr. Vigo it was like a piece of cake, I didn’t even feel like I went and done a surgery, besides all the care that I experienced with the professional Dr and his wonderful assistant Sara and very lovely staff after the surgery was more like a family feel. I do really from my heart recommend Dr. Vigo because you will feel nothing but safety and profession. To also add on it, he does keep on following up with with his patients even after months from surgery to assure that everything is okay. That is what I call a professional doctor.

	S E Dubai


				        				        
	I recently underwent a bilateral mastectomy and completed my breast reconstruction with Dr Vigo. He was recommended to me by several of my health care providers whom had seen his work; my oncologist actually commented that his work was so good that visually you could not tell that her patient had had breast reconstruction and I can say with first hand experience that this is true. Undergoing a bilateral mastectomy is not a particularly pleasant experience but Dr Vigo’s gentle approach, attention to detail and his willingness to explain things really do make for a stress free experience. He truly is an exceptional surgeon, his passion for his work is evident in the way he speaks. He is a true artist who works with integrity, he will guide you through every step of your journey ensuring you make the right decisions for your body. Aesthetically speaking his work is incredibly natural and I have personally been left with minimal scaring. His assistant Sarah is also amazing, she will answer any questions you have pretty much anytime of the day, she will walk you through every step of your surgery and will regularly check in with you. Dr Vigo and Sarah are an incredible team and I’m so glad that they were part of my journey; they both hold a place in my heart and I am eternally grateful to them both.

	CM Dubai


				        				        
	Dr. Matteo Vigo has magic in his hands. Great treatment, definitely satisfied

	SA Dubai


				        				        
	First time getting lip fillers and I was naturally very apprehensive/nervous… however Dr. Vigo knew exactly what he was doing and I couldn’t be happier with the result. There was barely any swelling and next to no bruising. And most importantly my lips look NATURAL! I’m a happy client. Thank you.

	N B Dubai


				        				        
	Dr Vigo is a master of his craft. Exceptional skills and professionalism, I wouldn’t hesitate to recommend him. Extremely content with the results

	PT Dubai


				        				        
	I would like to send my compliments to Dr. Vigo. I came to him very uncertain and he took his time to explain everything to me with much patience and his specialist knowledge. He is a brilliant and very professional surgeon. I am so happy and pleased with the result, without any complication. I am so thankful that I had him as a surgeon, he is the best in Dubai.

	BR Dubai


				        				        
	I decided to see Dr Vigo for lip fillers and Botox. I was worried about the procedures since it was my first time, but Dr Vigo did an amazing job and the results were very natural. He truly delivers what the patient asks for and I would not hesitate to recommend him to anyone. Staff is lovely too and will follow up with the patient to make sure all is ok. Highly recommend!

	NR Dubai


				        				        
	I would like here not only to give a quick review but to share life time experience with Dr. Vigo. I came to know him long years ago when I decided to go for my liposuction operation in Dubai. After doing some research and checking several options, it didn’t take much time to decide that yes he is the one. I did the operation and results were as per my expectation but his post operation professional approach, the time, the caring and attention he gives to his patients were beyond my expectations. Few years later I went through another plastic surgery (Otoplasty) to fix a defect in my ears shape. The results were amazing and far beyond my expectation, Why? Because it was him again who did it. I always say in a city like Dubai, it is never easy to find honest and experienced doctors and then to make up your mind and decide to go for operation or surgery unless you meet a doctor like Dr. Vigo…and if you do, consider yourself lucky, in safe hands and see real natural results afterwards. Although Dr Vigo doesn’t need my recommendation nor my 5 stars review, but I do recommend him and I find this platform as the best way to express my genuine feeling and appreciation to him. 

	Albert B.


				        				        
	After numerous consultation in Dubai, finally decided on Dr. Vigo. First impression last! His mannerism, humbleness, professionalism and patience makes him the right surgeon. Appointments always on time. The pre & post surgery had been a very pleasant experience. Result is marvellous! His assistant Sarah is wonderful with all the appointments and communications, always available for any doubts and enquiries. She even went the extra mile to check on me post op at the hospital. Dr. Vigo and Amwaj Polyclinic nurses really made me feel so comfortable. Thank you! Best wishes, Another happy patient:))

	YL Dubai
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(Appointment Only)

EMAIL

booking@matteovigo.com

CALL & WHATSAPP
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			REQUEST A CALLBACK
			

			Please fill out the form below and we will call you back.
			

			
				





BEST TIME TO CALL

12 - 2
3 - 5
5 - 7
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							Location

							AMWAJ POLYCLINIC
			Building P11

Jumeirah Beach Residence, Dubai

 



		


							

						

					

					
					
						
							Location

							HEALTHBAY WOMAN’S CARE
			Al Wasl Road,

Umm Al Sheif,

Dubai
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